
VOICE WARNING
SYSTEMS

Voice warning systems aim to protect people with 
voice warning in case of an emergency. The 
system is designed to give warning and
information messages in case of emergency or in 
the need for a warning in the environment such as 
medical, safety, security weather related 
accidents and many more cases. 



Audible Warning
ES40

Voice Announcement
ES12 / ES24

Audible warning device for
visually-impaired people
Internal & indoor use
Flasher and audible warning
LED display
Supports connection to fire
detector and manual call point

Supports wired & wireless modules
and button connection
4x20 seconds voice recording
Minimum 4 hours of uninterrupted
announcement
Microprocessor control 
Optional 12 - 24V DC

It is designed to provide point emergency announcements for visually-impaired 
people. The system consists of an audible and flashing announcement module and 
a wireless alert button. The storage for sound recording have been divided into four 
sections each of them is 20 seconds long, 80 seconds in total.

Four different scenarios could be chosen for recording messages (evacuation, 
routing to another area, regional fire risk, forbidden zone).

The duration of the announcement can be selected as 30, 60, 90, 120 minutes. 
Audio files on computers, tablets and similar devices can be directly transferred to 
the device through direct connection to the device. The voice announcement 
module delivers announce at selected time intervals by pressing the wireless alert 
frequencies, when activated by pressing the wireless alert button.
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40 seconds voice recording
Power LED Indicator
Microprocessor controlled
Ceiling & Wall Mounting
White/Yellow colored

Recorded message is not
affected by the power interruptions
Optional logo printing area on the
device
Compatible with all alarm panels

ES40, emergency exit announcement device, records audio for 40 seconds, from 
the built-in microphone to announce recorded message in case of emergency. In 
indoorenvironments, announcement takes place as long as the energy is on. 
Built-in fabrication voice recording can beannounced or recording could be
changed via microphone.


